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 Way back in the early 1980’s our family lived in 

Sagamihara Housing Area close to Tokyo.  Our girls were very 

little and we had a lovely young lady who was the daughter of 

a close friend of mine, named Lisa as a babysitter – no family 

around.  One afternoon Lisa came to the house asking for help 

in her high school Sociology class.  It seems that they were 

studying a historical event and since one of my degrees was in 

Sociology her mom suggested she discuss it with me.  The 

historical event being studied – Woodstock.  While it was 

ancient history in Lisa’s mind, I remembered it well as I was in high school during the ‘historic event.’  

 

 Many movies tell historical stories and “First Man,” currently in theaters, tells the story of Neil 

Armstrong and his walk on the moon.  I remember all the classes stopping in my high school and the 

black and white television sets being turned on so we could witness history in the making.  As such, the 

Neil Armstrong story and that first step on the moon became a special moment in time to me, not just 

history. 

 

 As the movie opens it’s best if you’re not watching it on a full stomach as we ride along with 

Armstrong, played by Ryan Gosling, as he flies a hypersonic X-15 test plane high above the Mojave 

Desert touching the edge of the atmosphere.  Director Damien Chazelle works the camera shots and 

deafening sound to take us into the cockpit with Armstrong as he struggles to bring the plane home safely 

(not a great scene for anyone suffering from vertigo). 

 

 “First Man” portrays the life of Neil Armstrong during the 1960’s leading up to Apollo 11 where 

he is the first man to set foot on the moon.  However, before that ever becomes a reality the test pilot must 

first be selected into NASA’s astronaut program.  Once chosen, the intense training begins; yet 

Armstrong barely bats an eye.  He is living proof that if at first you don’t succeed, try, try again – no fear. 

 

 The story is based on a biographical book of Armstrong’s life by James R. Hansen which goes 

into depth about the private side of Armstrong and his family.  His wife Janet (Claire Foy) is ever at his 

side giving him support while raising the family.  The Armstrong’s suffer an early tragedy when they lose 

their beautiful little girl to a nasty brain tumor.  In the early 1960’s there wasn’t much which could be 

done and the treatments which were available were heart-wrenching.  The loss of Baby Karen (Lucy 

Stafford) weighed heavily on Armstrong’s psyche as the many flashbacks reflect the deep hurt 

Armstrong, the father, carried to the moon. 

 

 “First Man” takes us along with the events, good as well as bad, associated with our early space 

travel from the political end (it’s very expensive) to the personal toll.  I still remember the shock and 

sadness in our country when the Apollo 1 team of Grissom, White and Chaffee met a horrible demise 

during a preflight test; the entire county mourned and felt the loss.  

 

 Unlike Star Trek where take offs and flight usually flow as smooth as silk, Chazelle takes the 

audience into the claustrophobic cockpits, test vehicles and space capsules along with the astronauts on 

some pretty bumpy rides.  However, the story – like Armstrong, slowly moves along causing a loss in 

interest.  When I watched “Secretariat,” I knew that the horse won the Triple Crown (I’d witnessed it live 

on TV), but the excitement of the race was captured on the theater screen and our hearts pounded.  In 

“First Man” Chazelle never closes the deal capturing the excitement and danger surrounding the events.  

On a scale of one to four Hart Beats I give “First Man”...   It’s well done, but not memorable. 


